THE SUMERIAN SOLAR SYSTEM
The purpose of this illustration is to depict the findings of Karel Donk who has scientifically and mathematically calculated the relative sizes of the famous VA-243 Sumerian scroll. It is entitled the Granting of the Plow showing the supposed Solar System of
the 12 heavenly sphere with Planet x or Nemesis. According to some, Nemesis is the supposed 2nd binary sun that is a Red Giant Dwarf or failed sun. It has great density and due to its mass and absorption of light, can only really be detected in the infrared
light spectrum. What is amazing about this scroll is that is no larger than an inch in diameter and to have such minute intricacies is astonishing. The depiction according to Donk’s conclusions is that it is the most accurate rendering of the Solar System
although Sitchin, whom made famous the scroll mislabeled some of the spheres. Also, there is a distinction of the Sun encompassed by a trouble tetrahedron as opposed to the motif of Nemesis that is always depicted as a ‘cross’ motif.

The following are the names associated with Nemesis.
There is a confusion and a misnomer as it should be
throught as a star or sun in which a planet is famed to
orbit it.
- Nibiru
- The 10th Planet
- The 12th Planet
- The 9th Planet
- The Black Sun
- The Destroyer
- The Death Star
- Planet of the Crossing
- The Red Dragon
- Vulcan
- Tyche
- Wormwood
- The Winged Disc
- Hercolubus

Figure 2

In January of 2016, NASA
and Cal Tech publically
announced the ‘discovery’
of ‘Planet 9’. This is a
disinformation effort to get
ahead of the coming flyby
and put a spin on the real
existence of Planet X.

The depiction of the Solar System, if accurate reveals that the Sumerians knew of the entire Solar
System planetary bodies and not just the 5 to 7 that is conjectured that they only knew of. Donk
who is from Suriname has a blog that posted his findings at https://blog.kareldonk.com. He is a
brilliant mathematician, computer scientist and statistician the formulated the relative size of the
scroll spheres through the pixilation of the image and used mathematical logarithms to ascertain
a comparison of the actually Solar System size of the planets; they match.

2nd Sun – binary
Ancient depiction of Nemesis, as
the Winged Disc with horns. It is
different from Nibiru. Nibiru is one
of the 7 planets believed to orbit
the ‘Death Star’, Nemesis or the
Black Sun.
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VA-243 Sumerian Scroll made famous by Zecharia Sitchin
entitled the Granting of the Plow by the Anunnaki to their
created humans on Earth.

Some Source
Karel Dong Blog
Wikipedia.com

Many believe that the Swastika derived from this 2nd Sun, deemed the
Black Sun, the Death Star, etc., as its various flybys have had cataclysmic
effects on Earth and the entire Solar System. Also of note, the position
of Nemesis is accurately positioned in-between Jupiter and Mars.

Apparently at the time of the making of the scroll, the Sumerians believed that Pluto was a Planet. They actually started
counting the heavenly bodies from the outer edge of the Solar System. Although other planets have moons, only the moon
of the Earth is counted, thus there is a total of 12 heavenly objects constituting the Solar System, which as binary one.

https://blog.kareldonk.com/planet-x-nibiru-an-analysis-of-akkadian-seal-va243

